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But this ain't tuff nothin', as the country song goes. This is so 
much sun pouring over the crow's hoarse October there aren't any 
excuses. This is the body's nervous shake: too much room. Why don't 
you paint those steps? Leave sex out of it for once. I could have a 
cigarette, but I already tried that; one more thing to leave. It's the 
way the continental drift theories are blown apart by the facts—no 
signs of rupture at the supposed edges, and the micro-plate islands 
disconnected and drifting to run up against other coasts—where did 
they come from? The Appalachian's long ridge buckled, folded, bent 
by what pressure? The Equator across Minnesota? There was 
comfort in that scale, watching myself shot backwards to the tiniest 
prick then nothing, and yet, it might as well not be: throw in 
starvation, anarchy in Africa, and the personal trivia's apparent. The 
three-year-old shot by a drive-by could be the jungle that once 
covered the interstate. A star's blink light-years we try to measure. 
The steps need painting. I want her body rocking on me from above, 
my own racing on, the way it was. Another baseball season over? 
Despite the team's sad finish, they did better than we expected; and 
we saw enough. 
